Unbreakable Carafe & Tumbler
Code: 100188
Price: £10.68 incl. VAT
Date: 24/07/2019
VAT Relief Eligible: No
Delivery: £3.95 incl. VAT per order

The Carafe and Tumbler combination is a really practical way to keep drinks on hand to help maintain levels of
hydration.
Part of our Unbreakable range
Microwave and dishwasher safe
High clarity glassware
Low heat conductivity
The clarity of the vessel ensures the user can see the contents and the unbreakable material ensures that in the
event of a mishap, there won't be any dangerous pieces of glass to clean up.

The Unbreakable Range
A 100% safe, dignified alternative to glass
Appropriate for all care environments and provides ultra-durable, attractive products which are pleasant to use
The material used to manufacture our Glassware (and the dining cups too) is a virtually indestructible, clear
plastic
The material will never shatter and can only be deformed in extreme circumstances
Ideal where the risk of breakage and injury is high
We introduced this selection of products because there isn’t a safe, dignified alternative to glass yet people still want
the option to use a ‘proper’ glass for their drinks.
The Unbreakable range is a practical alternative that helps keep drinks on hand and also maintain healthy levels of
hydration.
The clarity of the vessel ensures the user can see the contents and the unbreakable material ensures that in the event
of a mishap the ‘glass’ will not break.

Benefits
Our Unbreakable Range can have many benefits for people with dementia, Alzheimer's, or any form of cognitive
impairment;
Contributes to maintaining healthy levels of hydration
Eliminates all risks associated with breakage
Retains dignity and the pleasure of using ‘proper’ drinking vessels
Low heat conductivity keeps drinks warm for longer
Dignified cup design

Testimonial
"A lady with Dementia would not drink her water and would only drink her tea or coffee, which was being given to her
in a blue cup. One day whilst talking to another patient I saw her at the sink washing the blue cup out. I was surprised
because this lady did not usually initiate tasks.
When I returned from taking a patient to the bathroom I saw the lady filling up the blue cup with water from her jug
and then began to drink it. I informed the nurse in charge and we made a plan to leave her with a blue cup for her

water as well as her hot drinks. Since then she was drinking really well and independently."
Health Care Support Worker on an elderly care ward

Additional Images

How to Order
Orders can be placed securely online at AlzProducts.co.uk - or over the phone with our UK sales team.
Call 024 7642 2224 to place your order or for further information. This product's order code is 100188.

